Half Body Assembly Guide (HRS/HCS)

Step 1.
Install all four castors (wheels) by screwing them into the
four holes underneath the base.
Slide the pedal into the base so that the center of the
pedal rests on the small bar and the end of the pedal is
squarely underneath the base.

Step 2.
Slide the spring through the pole and insert the pole into
the hole of the base. The bottom of the pole should pass
through the hole of the base and rest on the end of the
base pedal. The pole then needs to be secured tightly to
the base by tightening both of the included t-screws for
the base.
The spring should be resting on the top of the base.
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Step 3.
When the pole is at rest the tension of the pole should be
causing the twin triangles on the top to expand. Once the
pole is securely fastened to the base, depressing the
base pedal should release this tension (of the twin
triangle section on the top of the pole) allowing the torso
to be slid onto the pole (this step might require a second
person to help). Once the torso is at your desired height,
release the pedal (which will cause the triangles to
expand again and will hold the torso in place).
To adjust the height of the torso at any time, simply
depress the pedal, set the form at the desired height and
then release the pedal.
There is also an additional t-screw on the bottom of the
black pole to be used if extra hold is ever required.
If your form came with arms or shoulders, they can easily
be connected to the shoulder caps.

Step 3.1
(optional) For use with very heavy garments (or if you
ever find the pole loosening throughout the life of your
TSC form), the pole's tension can be tightened. To do so
you would need two wrenches. One wrench should be
used to hold the nut at the top of the pole (above the
triangle section) in place while the second wrench is used
to twist the nut at the bottom clockwise. The farther up the
pole this bottom nut is screwed on, the stronger the pole's
tension will be.

If you ever have any questions about the assembly or
about your TSC form, please do not hesitate to reach out
to us at help@theshopcompany.com
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